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Dr. Katherine Farady MD, Integrative Dermatologist, Austin, TX

Dr Waksman On The Search For Alternatives To Statin

"However, Despite Lowered LDL-C, Many Subjects Continue To Present With cardiac Events"

Went Out Of Business Under Chapter 7

2010 2012

PCSK9 Inhibitor Had A Higher Rate Of Neuro-Cognitive Adverse Events

CRP & N Of Plaque SLR LDL-C Was Not & P To Other Predictors Of To Other Predictors Of We Must Move Away Cholesterol Goals
Studies showed inconsistent results of statin on plaque composition.

Differential effect of statin in stable versus non-stable patients?

Intensive statin therapy seems to be more effective in stable patients.

Statin causes accelerated atherosclerosis.

CETPs increase HDL-C & lower LDL. Induce catastrophic intra cerebral bleed.

CETP is associated with increased cardiovascular & all-cause mortality. Challenging the rationale of pharmacological CETP inhibition.

Is FDA on Drugs!
Statin is Contra-indicated for Any Patients over 62 Years of Age, Any Woman & All Children
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